
Green Clipper Sport
Light front rotary mower
Sports fields are often kept short by a self-propelled reel mower. But maintenance of this machine is 

very expensive. A cheaper alternative is the 4.1 meter wide Green Clipper Sport rotary mower, with 

12 blades, hanging in the front linkage of a tractor. Special is the direct electric propulsion of the 

blades by a generator, driven by the PTO. The own weight of the Green Clipper Sport is low.

The Green Clipper already exists for a certain 
time. The machine has its origins at a sod 
grower how was looking for an alternative for 
the maintenance sensitive reel mower. 
Particular on the Green Clipper are the elec-
tric motors that powering the relatively small 
blades.The PTO of the tractor or drives a 
generator which provides the power for the 
electric motors. The benefits? Less noise, 
lower maintenance costs and a lower power 
requirement. After all there are no 
hydraulic or mechanical transmissions 
between the tractor and mowing blade. Tuin 
en Park Techniek, spoke with three users that 
use a 4.1 meter wide Green Clipper Sport 
for the mowing of sports fields. They agree 
that the machine is silent and suspect that 
the machine takes less power and thus fuel 
asks then a traditional rotary mower. But they 
can not substantiate their suspicion, because 
they previously mowed with a reel mower.  

The 300 kg weighing generator hangs behind the 
tractor. Trough a cable the power is transported 
to the 12 electric motors.

To disconnect the Green Clipper you release 
the plug. A valve then protects the inside of 
the plug.

The folded decks are locked during transport; 
therefore you have remove the cotter pin and 
refit. The springs round the piston facilitate 
unfolding of the decks with single acting 
cylinders.

Cutting width 410 cm

Number of decks 4
Number of blades 12

Blade length 375 mm
Height adjustment 15-80 mm

Mass back-unit 270 kg
Mass front-unit 520 kg

Transport width 240 cm

Max. working speed 27 km/h
Required tractor power 37 kW

The operation is extremely simple. You can 
disable each deck. For the rest , after switching 
on the PTO, it is a matter of on or off.
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User experiences
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Reinaerde Groendiensten from Bunnik uses a Green Clipper Sport for the 
maintenance of 14 fields, which are usually twice, and sometimes mowed 
three times per week. Wim van Vulpen is manager at Reinaerde.

Wim van Vulpen: Job Den Hollander: Martijn Otjes:

Job Den Hollander is tractor driver at the Zeeuwse municipality Veere, he 
mows twice a week 30 fields with a 57 kW (76 hp) New Holland T5030 with 
the Green Clipper Sport.

Dethon Goen is active in public parks and green for institutions, businesses
and individuals. With a Green Clipper in front of a New Holland Boomer 
3050 with CVT, Dethon mows twice a week 60 sports fields.

Ease of operation 7,5
Price/quality 8,5
Maintance  8,5

Ease of operation 9
Price/quality 8
Maintance  8

Ease of operation 7
Price/quality 7
Maintance  8

“We chose the Green Clipper because a self-propelled  
reel mower is expensive. Furthermore you can put a 
tractor on wider tires. If we do not have to mow, we can 
use the tractor for other work. In comparison with a reel 
mower, any damage to the Green Clipper is easy to re-
pair and the machine is low in maintenance. Last year 
an electric motor was broken, but otherwise we had no 
unusual defects yet. Because the mower is in the front 

“This is our second Green Clipper. He will enter its third 
season. With the first we have mowed five seasons. 
Previously we mowed with a reel mower, but 
maintenance costs were too high. The generator of the 
first Green Clipper suffered from start-up problems, but 
this one does not. There is a somewhat greater trac-
tor between. I make a lot of kilometers and this tractor 
drives 40 km / h. To protect the mower I use a top rod 

“Because of the high maintenance costs of the reel 
mower, we ended up at the Green Clipper Sport. We 
mow in three municipalities. That’s why we transport 
the tractor and mower with a combination you with may 
drive by a BE driver’s license. Transport with the tractor 
takes too much time. Because each week we mow 120 
fields, so time is scarce. We can’t use any failure. 
Advantage is the accurate service for the tractor and 

linkage, the view is fine. I think an electric rotary mower is the only rotary mower 
capable of mowing sport field real well. The blades rotate at very high speed, this 
you can never reach mechanically. After two weeks you will see that the cutting 
wounds get ragged, you than should sharpen the blades. We do not mow when it 
is too wet, and to prevent clots, at growing weather we mow three times a week. 
Sporadically we sweep after mowing. The transport just goes with the tractor. To 
avoid chatter of the mower, we drive slowly.“

Also in terms of ability, I think this tractor fine; I often use the eco-PTO. Practically, 
all maintenance we do our self, including grinding and balancing of the blades. 
I do this after four mowing sessions. When a motor starts making a whining sound, 
you must replace the bearings because otherwise it can cause short circuit in the 
end. Trough the hydraulic top rod I can set the mower far back and so easy ex-
change the blades. I replace the wheel bearings every year. I don’t think the seals 
of the cables on the deck are of good quality.“

mower from two local New Holland dealers. We are now going into the third season 
with the Green Clipper, in the beginning there were some failures. They are always 
well resolved. Now, every season roughly an electric motor failures, not more of-
ten. I think that is acceptable. We have three sets of blades, we exchange them 
weekly. The grinding and balancing occurs in the metal department of Dethon. A 
lot of the maintenance we can do ourselves. In the morning dew, grass sticks to 
the decks which lead to a poorer mowing result. In wet conditions it is important 
to start with clean decks.“
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Ease of operation 8
Price/quality 8
Maintance  8

*) digit is an average

Another feature is the relatively low own 
weight. This advantage is especially of 
important when the machine is in the front 
linkage of a somewhat smaller tractor hangs, 
such as the Boomer 3050 from Dethon Groen 
in Hulst. The front mower weighs 450 kg, 
the generator 300 kg. A Major Rollermower-
rotary mower for front mounting is consider-
ably heavier and also cheaper, incidentally. 
The next question is whether the  

Green Clipper is solid enough. None of the 
three user’s complaints on these points. 
Now is mowing sports fields relatively ‘safe 
work“ the fields are flat and clean. Mowing 
of the difficult corners often happens with 
a smaller self-propelled rotary mower. But 
also on the road is the construction strong 
enough, experiences Job Den Hollander who 
in the municipality Veere (Z), the grass of six 
sports complexes maintenances and makes

many kilometers with the machine on the 
road. He does have taken a number of meas-
ures. He uses a single-acting hydraulic top 
rod in instead of a chain in the front linkage. 
The top rod prevents that the mower flaps at 
a threshold. On the sports field the top rod
is in the floating position allowing the mower 
to follow the contours of the field. Further-
more, the linkage of Den Hollander tractor is 
provided with an accumulator, whereby
the tractor experiences shocks, this is not 
directly directed to the mower.

The Green Clipper Sport has four decks, each 
with three blades. The two outside decks are 
foldable. That goes with two single-acting 
cylinders per deck. In order to ensure the 
decks open easily, there is a spring for the 
pistons. By folding the electric motors are 
shut off automatically. With a cross lever in 
the cabin Den Hollander lift the front link-
age and he can folding and unfold the outer 
decks. Thanks to two electric valves and a 
switch under the cross lever he can handle 
left and right independently for closing

or opening so that he can mow behind the 
goals. The two middle decks are connected 
rigidly to each other with a profile. Den Hol-
lander installed a rod between bullets there-
fore. This way the decks now independently 
of each other follow the contours of the field. 
All blades rotate clockwise. The Green 
Clipper dissolves behind, and at the right 
trough a kind of funnel. Mow along pave-
ments, without soiling them, is only 
possible if you drive counterclockwise. 

Overall the users are satisfied about the 
mowing result,  though it is not perfectly
by wet weather or dew. Under those circum-
stances, cleaning of the decks is necessary, 
but the formation of clots grass does not 
always seem too avoidably. And sometimes 
users mow in wet conditions the field a 
second time. If the grass is long, sweeping is 
sometimes desirable. And sometimes users 
mow in wet conditions the field for a second 
time. If the grass is long, sweeping is 
sometimes desirable.

The Green Clipper Sport is machine that 
hangs in the front linkage.  Thereby
in comparison to a rotary mower, 
hanging behind the tractor, it is easier to 
mow in the corners. Additional benefit is 
that the driver not continuously needs to 
look over its shoulder and the tractor does 
not flat the grass before it is mowed. 

Features

Four mowing decks
Mowing result

Green Clipper Sport

The development Green Clipper has not gone 
easily. But the  problems, both technically and 
financially has been dissolved to everyone 
satisfaction. In terms of maintenance, the 
Green Clipper is the less expensive and 
adjustment childishly simple. Thus in these 
two areas, the Green Clipper is in the 
advantage of a reel mower.  The Green Clipper 
can mow under wet conditions, but then it is 
mowing result is not perfect.

+ Light own weight
+ Front mower
+ Sufficiently for road transport
+ High working speed
+ Good mowing results trough high RPM      
    blades

- Middle mowing decks connected
- Seals of the cables on mowing deck
- Two outer mowing decks not independently
  foldable (this is optional).

Pro and cons

A chain instead of top rod ensures the mower 
can follow contours.

Den Hollander mounted a rod with bullets
between the middle decks.

On the cross lever of Den Hollander tractor
is a switch.
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